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A NOTE ON POLYHEDRAL BANACH SPACES

ALAN  GLEIT  AND  ROBERT  McGUIGAN

Abstract. We give a sufficient condition for an infinite-

dimensional Banach space X to be polyhedral. If X* is an L-space

this condition is also necessary.

1. Introduction. In this paper all Banach spaces will be over the scalar

field of real numbers. If X is a Banach space, the unit ball of X is denoted

S(X). If K is a convex subset of a vector space, Ext(K) is the set of all

extreme points of K. Thus Ext S(X) is the set of all extreme points of the

unit ball of X. A Banach space X is polyhedral iff for every finite-dimen-

sional subspace ££ X, S(E) has only finitely many extreme points.

The following lemma is essentially contained in [2]. We include a

brief proof for the sake of completeness.

Lemma 1.1. If E is a finite-dimensional Banach space such that S(E)

has infinitely many extreme points, then S(E*) has infinitely many extreme

points.

Proof. Recall that a point xeE with ||x|| = l is a smooth point of

S(E) iff there is a unique functional feE* such that (/, x)=||/|| = l.

According to a theorem of Mazur [8], the set of smooth points of S(E)

is dense in the boundary of S(E). Let S^cExt S(E*) he the set of all

functional of norm one in E* that attain their norms at smooth points

of S(E). We have

S(£)= D {x I (/, x) g 1}.

If Sf were finite, then S(E) would be the intersection of a finite number of

half-spaces and hence a polyhedron. This contradiction implies that Sf

is infinite.

Remark. Klee also shows in [2] that a finite-dimensional Banach

space E is polyhedral iff E* is polyhedral. Lindenstrauss has shown [6]

that no infinite-dimensional conjugate space can be polyhedral.

Theorem 1.2.    For an infinite-dimensional Banach space X consider the
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following three properties:

1. There do not exist a weak*-accumulation point q of Ext S(X*) and

xeX satisfying (q, x) = ||x|| — \\q\\ = 1.
2. X is polyhedral.

3. No subspace ofX is linearly isometric to c.

Then (1)=>(2)=>(3). When X* is an L-space, then (1) through (3) are

equivalent statements.

Proof. We establish the contrapositives of the required implications.

(1)=>(2). Suppose X is not polyhedral. Then there is a finite-dimensional

subspace ££ X such that S(E) has infinitely many extreme points. By the

previous lemma, S(E*) has infinitely many extreme points. Since S(E*)

is norm-compact, we can choose a sequence (/„) of distinct elements of

Ext S(E*) such that fn-+geE*. Now g attains its norm on S(E) (since

£is reflexive) and ||gj| = l.

If/eExt S(E*) then {JeS(X*)\ ||/|i = |!/|| = l and/|£=/} is a weak*-
closed face of S(X*) and hence contains an element of Ext S(X*). Thus,

for each n there is some /„eExt S(X*) such that /„|£=/„. By weak*-

compactness of S(X*), (/„) has a wsak*-cluster point heS(X*). Clearly

h\E=g. Thus ||/i|| = l and h attains its norm.

(2)=>(3). Suppose c is linearly isometric to a subspace of X. Then X

is not polyhedral since c is not polyhedral.

The proof of (3)=>(1) for spaces whose duals are L-spaces requires

some additional lemmas, and is therefore postponed until the next section.

Remark. Implication (1)=>(2) of the previous theorem generalizes

Klee's theorem [3] that c„ is polyhedral, since clearly c0 satisfies (1).

2. Lindenstrauss spaces. We first recall some terminology. A vector

lattice V is an £-space if its norm satisfies

\\P + ill = \\P\\ + hh      P,qe V+,   and    UiH = \\p+\\ + \\p-\\.

A Banach space whose dual space is an L-space is called a Lindenstrauss

space (see [1] for terminology). If a Lindenstrauss space can be ordered

in a way compatible with the duality and the natural order in the L-space,

it is called a simplex space.

Suppose that W is a normed space. We say that reW dominates p,

written p<r, if r=p+q and iM! = IÍPl! + ll?ll- A nonempty subset H of
S( W) is a biface if:

Bx. H is convex and symmetric.

B2. If x?¿0 is in H then x/||x|| is in H.

B3. IfqeH and p<q, then peH.

It is easily seen that Ext(//)çExt S(W) [1, Lemma 4.5].
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Lemma 2.1. Let W be a normed space and F^S(W) a convex subset

consisting of elements of norm one. If H=co(F\J—F) is a biface, then F

is a face.

Proof. Let x, yeS(W) and 0<A<1 satisfy f-Xx+(l-X)yeF. Since

l = ll/ll^>MWI+(í-A)||.y||^A+(l-A)=l, we conclude that ||x|| =
||_y|| = 1, and that/dominates both Xx and (1 — X)y. From properties B2 and

B3 we easily see that x, yeH. Thus there are elements px, py, qx, qyeF and

Oiía, /S_T satisfying

* - «Px - (i - *)qx,    y = ßPv - (i - ß)qv-
Then

/= (Xxpx + (1 - X)ßpv) - (X(l - a)fc + (1 - X)(l - %„).

Let fi=Xx+(l-X)ß. Then

1 - pL - A(l - a) + (1 - A)(l - ß).

Assume 0<(«<1. Then

a = pr\Xttpx + (1 - X)ßPv) e F,

b = (1 - v)-i(X(l - <¿)qx + (1 - X)(l - ß)qy) e F.

But then

pf+ (1 - fi)b = fi2a + (1 - ¡xfb 6 F.

Since every element of F has norm one, we get

1 = H^a + (1 - p)2b\\ £ f** + (1 - ¿)2

which implies ¡i=0 or /i = 1. This is a contradiction. Hence /¿=0 or p.=1.

If p=0, then a=(3=0 and so f=—qx—qveFr\—F which is clearly im-

possible. So /¿=1, and thus a=(3=1. Hence x =pxeF and y=pveF.

The following result is due to A. Lazar.

Proposition 2.2. Let H be a nonzero biface in an L-space V. Then

there is a face FÇ S(V) such that #=co(Fu -F).

Proof. Let F={peH\\\p\\ = l,p=p+). Fis convex since V is an L-

space. Let qeH, q^O. Then q=q+—q-. If q+?±0 we have q+IWq+WeF.
Otherwise ^/||^_||eF, and in any case, F?£ 0. Hence 0eco(Fu — F).

Since H is convex and symmetric, co(Fu—F)Ç//. Conversely, let

qeH. Then q=q+—q~, and ||9|| = ||9+|| + ||9~||. Hence q>q+, q>q~, and,

by B3, q+, q-eH. Thus q+ßq+W and —q-j\\q-\\ belong to F. The equality
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together with 0eco(£u— F) clearly yields qeco(Fu-F). Hence H=

coiFu—F). Now Lemma 2.1 implies that F is a face and the proof is

complete.

For completeness we quote here, in our terminology, the generalization

by Lazar and Lindenstrauss of the Edwards separation theorem.

Theorem 2.3 [5, Theorem 2.1]. Let X be a Lindenstrauss space. Let

g:SiX*)—*■(— co, co] be a concave weak*-lower semicontinuous function

satisfying
g(v*) + gi-v*)^0,       v*eSiX*).

Let H be a weak*-closed biface of SiX*). Assume that f is a weak*-

continuous affine symmetric real-valued function on H such that f^g\H.

Then there is an element veX which satisfies

1. (v*,v)=fiv*),v*eH,

2. (y*,v)£g(y*),y*eS(X*).

Corollary 2.4. Let X be a Lindenstrauss space and H a weak*-

closed biface of SiX*). Let f be a weak*-continuous affine symmetric real-

valued function on H. Then there is an element veX which satisfies

1. (v*,v)=fiv*),v*eH,

2. IN-HI/IL-
Proof.   We may take g = \\J || œ in Theorem 2.3.

Lemma 2.5. Let V be an L-space. Let P={px\a.eA} be a subset of

Ext S(V*) such thatpaj£ ±ppfor all a, ßeA. Let {/»„} be a sequence drawn

from P. ThenifZ\<xn\i%\,

2 a«i?« = 0 => a„ = 0,       each n.
n=l

In particular, P is linearly independent.

Proof. By changing the sign of <xM where necessary we may assume

p„=Pn for all n. The result then follows from obvious triangle inequalities.

We say that a subset D of SiX*), X a Lindenstrauss space, is symmetri-

cally dilated if for each peD, the extreme points of some weak*-closed

biface containing p are contained in D.

Corollary 2.6. Let X be a Lindenstrauss space. Suppose {pn}^

Ext SiX*) converges weak* to qecoix^^, • • • , xN) for j^eExt SiX*),

i=l, • • • , N. Suppose pn9±±pm, ±x( and xi7á±xjfor all n, m, i,j. Then

F * c5(U {/>„}, xu - • • ,xN)

is a proper infinite-dimensional weak*-closed face of SiX*).
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Proof. Let K=co(±xu • • • , ±xN). K is clearly the smallest weak*-

closed biface containing^ [1, Proposition 4.6]. Let D={±pn}<JK. Then D

is symmetrically dilated and compact. Hence the closed convex hull H of

D is a biface of S(X*) [1, Theorem 5.8]. Clearly

H = c5(U {+/>„}, ±xi, ■■■ , ±xK) = co(F u -F).

¡2 «»/>» + 2 ta Ia- = °' & = °' 2a» + 2 & = ̂

# = J2 «»/>» + 2 ta 12 ia«i + 2 lAi = 4

On // we define a weak*-continuous affine symmetric function/by

/is well defined by Lemma 2.5. Clearly /|F=1. By Corollary 2.4, there

is a veX which extends / and satisfies IM^H/IL^l- As each qeF

satisfies (q, v) = l we have that ||^|| = 1 for each qeF. Hence, by Lemma

2.1, Fis a face of S(X*). Fis infinite dimensional since

P= {{J{Pn),Xx, •" ,XN}

is linearly independent by Lemma 2.5.

We are now prepared to complete the proof of Theorem 1.2. First we

recall that if A" is a Lindenstrauss space, Lazar [4, Theorem 3] has shown

that X has no subspace linearly isometric to c iff S(X*) has no proper

infinite-dimensional weak*-closed face.

Proof of Theorem 1.2 (Continued). We shall first show that the

negation of (1) implies the existence of a proper infinite-dimensional

weak*-closed face of S(X*) if A'is a separable Lindenstrauss space. Assum-

ing (1) is false, we can find a weak*-accumulation point q of Ext S(X*)

and a veX satisfying (q, v)= ||u|| = ||#|| = 1. Let

G = {peS(X*)\p(v)=l}.

Then G is a weak*-closed proper nonempty face of SiA"*). If it is infinite

dimensional, we are done. So assume that G is finite dimensional. By

Corollary 2.5 we easily conclude that G=co(x1, • • • , xN) for some

x¿eExt S(X*). Since S(X*) is weak*-metrizable, there is a sequence

{/>„}£ Ext S(X*) weak*-converging to q. Without loss of generality, we

may assume that pn^±pm, x¡ for all n, m, i. But then Corollary 2.6

provides us with a proper infinite-dimensional weak*-closed face of S(X*).

Also,

F

and so
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We shall now reduce the nonseparable case to the separable case by

showing that if (1) is false for a nonseparable Lindenstrauss space X then

it is false for a separable Lindenstrauss subspace of X. Let X be non-

separable and let q be a weak*-accumulation point of Ext SiX*) with

x0eX such that

(q,x0)= ||*o|| = Ityl! » 1.

Choose q^ExtSiX*) such that \l — (q1,x0}\<2~1. Let jqeAf satisfy

(<?i> *i) = !l*ili = l- Such an xx exists by Corollary 2.4. Define

£i = {x*eSiX*):(x*,xf/= 1}.

Now choose q2eExt SiX*) such that |1 — (q2, x0)|<2~2 and ?2£Fi.

By Lazar's theorem [4, Theorem 3], Fx is finite dimensional. By Corollary

2.4 choose x2eX such that x2 vanishes on £, and {q2,x2)—\\x2l=-\.

Inductively we construct two sequences {qJ^ExtSiX*), {*„}<= A" such

that

1. |l~(?B,xe>|<2-",

2. ?s£Ff«{x*eS(*"*):(jr*,*()»l} for i<n,
3- II*J«<Í».**>»1.
4. xn vanishes on £, for /<«.

Let Z be a separable Lindenstrauss subspace of A' which contains the

sequence {xn\n=Q, 1, 2, • • •} [7. Theorem 4.4 (a) and Theorem 6.1,

(2)<=>(12)]. Let cp:X*¡ZL-Z* be the canonical map. Forn^l,

Pn = {z*eSiZ*):(z*,xn) = \}

is a weak*-closed face of S{Z*) and tpiqn)eP„. There is a z*eExtP„c:

ExtS(Z*) such that \^(z*, x0>2E <?(?»)» xü)>\-2~n. Now if n<m we

have (z*,xm)=0 since, by the Hahn-Banach theorem, f1(z*)r\F„9i0.

Recalling that (z*,xn)=l, we note that z*^Zm for n^m. Now if z*

is a weak*-limit point of {z*} we have (z*, x0)=\.

Corollary 2.7. Let X be a simplex space. Then the following state-

ments are equivalent :

1. There is no weak*-accumulation point q of Ext SiX*) with \\q\\ = 1.

2. X is polyhedral.

3. No subspace of X is linearly isometric to c.

Proof. We need only show that for each weak*-accumulation point

q of Ext SiX*) satisfying ||^!| = 1, there is a veX satisfying (q, p)«1«b||p||.

There is no loss of generality in assuming qeX** since Ext SiX*)<=-

Z*+ UX*~, and X*+ and A'*- are closed. Let F be the minimal weak*-

closed face of K=SiX*)nX+ containing q. Clearly £ consists of elements

all of norm one. On the face [0, 1 ] F define a weak*-continuous function
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by h(xf)=x. As K is a simplex, h is well defined. Apply Edwards separa-

tion theorem to get an isometric extension veX of the function h. Then

<f,9)-l-I0|.
Acknowledgment. We would like to thank the referee for his many
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